
Introducing Dogeliens, an Intergalactic species of doge-aliens from the planet Puptopia!

The Next-Generation Memecoin is Brought to You by DogeliensThe Invasion Is Imminent




DOGELIENS = DOGET 
It is imperative that you give this legal disclaimer paragraph your whole attention when reading it. In the event that there is any 

uncertainty, the consultation should be sought from a legal, financial, or tax specialist, or another qualified law practitioner. All of the 
pieces of information that have been presented below are not intended to provide an exhaustive contractual agreement, nor can any 
of them ever be regarded to be a part of the numerous contractual arrangements. We intend for the information provided in this white 

paper to be accurate and up to date. In addition, all of the products, services, offerings, technical architecture, token distribution, and 
company timelines could be changed without any notice, and they should never be considered as binding agreements or professional 

advice. Despite our best efforts, however, we cannot guarantee that the information will be accurate and up to date. This whitepaper 
does not obligate any person to enter into any form of agreement or contract or make any other legally binding activity. 


Be certain, however, that private and public holders, investors, and donors will have access to any developments, dates, or any other new 
information regarding Dogeliens that may become available. 



INTRODUCTION 

- Dogeliens
DOGET'S GOAL IS TO TAKE OVER THE DOG TOKEN FAMILY AND BECOME THE PUP-PET MASTER. WE AIM TO BUILD A POSITIVE COMMUNITY 
THAT IS FOCUSED ON AIDING OTHERS, AND WE WANT IT TO GROW TO REACH THE STARS. EVERYBODY WILL BE WELCOME TO JOIN THE 
DOGELIENS UNIVERSE! 


WE ARE ALSO LAUNCHING A DEMOCRATIC VOTING SYSTEM ALONGSIDE A CHARITY WALLET SO THAT HOLDERS OF DOGET WILL BE ABLE TO 
VOTE FOR THE CHARITY THAT WILL RECEIVE WEEKLY DONATIONS AS WELL AS PLATFORM IMPROVEMENTS. 



Dogeliens have been busy for many years building their extensive community values with the goal of taking over the Metaverse. Now, the 
invasion is imminent.

Our mission is to provide people with a fun cryptocurrency that carries on the meme coin hype of Dogecoin (DOGE) and Shiba Inu (SHIB) 
but with added utility so as to become a token you will believe in and be loyal to for eternity. We’re invading the Metaverse with the hope 
of providing fun, as well as charity and educational content to help our earthling friends better understand and appreciate the world of 
cryptocurrency.
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DeFi 

Dogeliens 
Dogeliens (DOGET) is the pup-pet master of DeFi (decentralised finance). We are a decentralised platform for our users, holders, and 
investors. 

Due to its abundant supply and low cost, DOGET is a much more viable investment for any human, therefore making it much easier and 
more interesting to advertise and share on our social media platforms. We refer to Dogeliens as an experimental "cosmic" Ecosystem, 
which describes a group of individuals that collaborate to produce a one-of-a-kind environment for themselves.

Dogeliens is an open-source platform, which means that the source code is accessible to the public and can be shared or modified by 
the user according to their own requirements. This decentralised structure enables them to operate independently from the oversight of 
governments and other centralised authorities.  Downloading this is likewise completely free since the source code of an open-source 
programme can be modified by anybody without the need for a license.
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Step One: Create 
a Wallet 

The Dogeliens token can 
now be obtained through 
the Binance Smart Chain 
mainnet. The most popular 
BSC wallets on the market 
now are called MetaMask 
and Trust Wallet. You can 
download the extension by 
going to www.metamask.io 
or www.trustwallet.com, 
where you can also set up a 
wallet. 

On mobile? Download 
MetaMask or TrustWallet's 
apps for all smartphones 
(iPhone or Android)

Step Two: Fund 
the Wallet

You can either purchase 
BSC (BSC) through 
MetaMask or TrustWallet, or 
you can transfer BSC (BSC) 
from another wallet to your 
address in MetaMask or 
TrustWallet (e.g. Binance).

Step Three: Team 
PancakeSwap

Check out Pancakeswap.finance

To buy DOGET on PancakeSwap, go 
to the homepage of Dogeliens and 
click the button that says "Buy your 
pup on PancakeSwap." This will 
initiate the creation of a dApp 
Exchange known as 
"PancakeSwap." DOGET will be 
loaded into PancakeSwap once 
you click the "import" button that 
appears in the popup window.

Step Four: Trade BSC 
for DOGET. 

After selecting "Import," click the 
"Connect Wallet" button and then 
proceed through the instructions 
using the wallet that you have 
chosen. In the final step, you will 
need to enter the entire quantity of 
BSC that you wish to swap, set the 
slippage to 8%, and then click the 
"Swap" button. Confirm the swap, 
then HODL till the price hits outer 
space!




ECOSYSTEM
There are three main pillars to the Dogeliens 
Ecosystem.

The Spaceship - An interactive portal made for the 
community.


The University of Barkington - An Educational hub allowing 
you to learn and earn.


The Pupstore - A mega store to buy all of your favourite 
Dogelien merc

The Spaceship

We are building an interactive space where all holders of 

DOGET can come together and experience the Metaverse 

together. Token holders will have exclusive rights on 
decisions to further the project over the coming years. A 
special wing of the Spaceship will be reserved for the 

Dogelien Army, a 10,000-strong NFT collection. Ownership 
of a Dogeliens NFT will give you access to exclusive 
benefits, discounts and incentives as our ecosystem 
grows.

The University of Barkington 

Whilst only around 7% of the world's population is invested 
in cryptocurrency, on Puptopia, the figure is 100%. This is 
thanks to the University of Barkington, which has educated 
each and every Dogelien pup on the world of 
cryptocurrency. As we invade the Metaverse, we want to 
bring our tools and educate the humanoid masses.

It is predicted that over the next decade, the global adoption of 
cryptocurrency will expand greatly. At the moment, and understandably, 
many are scared to use technology that they do not understand.The 
University of Barkington is open to all earthlings and plans to offer a 
diverse program of fun study! Here you’ll learn everything from the 
blockchain world, NFTs and even DeFi.


On Puptopia we have an education system for everyone and now we 
want to bring it to you. At the University of Barkington, YOU can become a 
student or a teacher. If you have a skill, you can now monetise it with our 
ecosystem. Create a course in your specific niche and share it with the 
world. Every time a student purchases your course, you will be paid in 
DOGET. The 10% tax fee will be added on top of the price you set so that 
you don't lose out.


Want to learn? Join the University as a student. Take a course provided 
by one of the many teachers in subjects that range from blockchain 
technology to web development to graphic design and much more. You 
will need to purchase DOGET to purchase any course you wish to buy.


We believe that cryptocurrency is the future and want to educate as 
many people as possible on the benefits of this exciting space. As a 
result of this, there will be hundreds of free presentations and videos 
describing every aspect of the cryptocurrency realm. Take a crash 
course on Bitcoin, smart contracts, meme coins, web 3.0 and much 
more.
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ECOSYSTEM
On Puptopia, basic education is free. Users will have 
access to thousands of hours of video content and 
articles in our archive. To help sustain the DOGET token's 
longevity, some sections of the Dogeliens academy can 
only be accessed through a fee or membership 
purchased with DOGET tokens.


The content available at the Dogeliens Academy will be 
second to none. Each and every section of the crypto 
realm will be covered in one way or another. Our goal is to 
create the number one blockchain-based educational 
platform that will encourage more humanoids to invest in 
this exciting technology of the future!

The Pupstore

One of the main ways for us to organically grow is to have 
an ever-expanding community. One of the best ways to 
do this is to have our dedicated believers also become 
our marketing team. Therefore we are building a merch 
store so that all of our holders can express their love for 
the Dogeliens wherever they are. 


d incentives as our ecosystem grows.

Tax

Every transaction on Puptopia incurs a 10% fee. This is to ensure that we 
can help our ecosystem, holders and friends all over the world. 4% of that 
tax fee is redistributed to ALL current holders. This means that you can 
earn a passive income with DOGET simply by holding it! The remaining 
6% is split between the continued development of the network and our 
projects as well as going to our charity partners.

Charity Endeavours

3% of every transaction made on the Dogeliens ecosystem will be added 
to our charity wallet. At the end of every month, our community will vote 
on charities to which we will then send the raised money. In addition, 
Dogeliens will be involved and work alongside charitable organisations 
to help fund education in underprivileged areas of the world. 


The Metaverse market is expanding and our little Dogelien pups are 
diving straight into it!


The industries have reached market caps of around $8 billion in 2022. By 
2025 that is expected to have tenfold. Combining this with the market 
cap of meme coins, which is currently estimated to be $13 billion, it is 
clear to see that both of these industries are popular among 
cryptocurrency investors. Dogeliens plans to merge the two crypto 
industries together by taking the popularity of meme coins and 
combining them with the fun and financial rewards of the Metaverse.


DOGET will be the main utility token of our world. Our goal is to create an 
all-encompassing virtual world where people can come together to 
have fun with their friends and potentially make an income.
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ECOSYSTEM

The total supply of 

DOGET is 

25,000,000,000.

On Puptopia, everything is paid for in DOGET, the native token of the Dogeliens ecosystem. We want to show our earthling counterparts 
that cryptocurrency is a real way of payment and encourage more humans to get involved. 
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30% - Presale 

35% - Product 
Development 

20%  - Liquidity & 
Marketing 

15% - Learn to Earn
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Stage 1 - Preparation
-	Token Creation



-	Whitepaper Creation



-	Website Creation



-	Begin Presale

Stage 2 - Safety Checks
_ Start loading up rocket ships (1000 Presale wallets)



_ Audit



_ Community building via Telegram and Twitter


Stage 3 - Boarding
-	Dogelien Army NFT Release



-	Begin Charity donations



-	Release University of Barkington Content



-	Coin Gecko/MarketCap Listings


Stage 4 - Initiation 
-	Early Access To The Spaceship



-	Expand ecosystem to 50,000 active wallets



-	Release educational content to the platform

Stage 5 - Countdown
-	Release on major crypto exchange



-	Become the number-one meme coin



-	Metaverse Intergrations

Stage 6 - Blast Off
-	Take over the world!!!



DISCLAIMER  
WARNING - NOTICE 

  


PLEASE READ THE NEXT SECTIONS CAREFULLY 

  

If you have any questions about the course of action you should take and the 
risks involving 


cryptocurrency, you should consult with your legal, financial, tax, or another 
qualified advisor.  

  

Under no jurisdiction, DOGET tokens make for a sure and secure earning or 
investment 

opportunity. This Whitepaper is not meant to be an introduction to securities 
or an invitation 


to invest in securities in any country. 

  

Neither this Whitepaper nor any portion of it shall form the basis for, or be 
depended on in 

conjunction with, any agreement or investment decision. 

Token sales profits will be used to support the Distributor's activities.  

Nothing in this Whitepaper obligates anybody to engage in a contract or 
legal obligation for 


the purchase of DOGET tokens.  



Any relationship between the Distributor and the consumer of DOGET tokens 
will be governed 


by the "Terms and Conditions" paper. In the case that this Whitepaper and 
the Terms 

conflict, the Terms shall always prevail.  

  

Nothing in this Whitepaper has been reviewed or authorised by any regulatory body. 

Currently, no specific action or activity has been or will be conducted under any 

jurisdiction's laws, regulations, or norms. The publishing, distribution, or replication of this 
whitepaper doesn't indicate compliance with any laws, regulations, or rules.  


There are risks and uncertainties involved with Dogeliens, the Distributor, the DOGET


tokens, and the Token Offering and Sale (as referred to in this Whitepaper).  

This Whitepaper, any part of it, or any copy of it, may not be carried or transmitted into any 
jurisdiction where its distribution is illegal or restricted. 

  


A. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY  

In no event shall Dogeliens,   - the Distributor or any other distributor be 


liable for any incidental, special, informal, consequential, or other losses (including but not 


limited to lost profits, income or profits, and loss of data or use) arising out of or in 

connection with you accepting or relying on this Whitepaper or any part thereof. 

  


By accessing and/or taking ownership of any portion of this Whitepaper, you represent and 

warrant to Dogeliens  and/or the Distributor that: 


The DOGET tokens do not constitute securities in any jurisdiction; this Whitepaper does not 

represent a prospectus or offer document of any kind, and is not designed to constitute an 


offer of securities in whatsoever jurisdiction, or a solicitation for investment in securities (as 


the case may be). 

  


You agree that if you purchase any DOGET tokens, they will not be construed, interpreted, 

classified or treated as 1 - any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency; you have a basic 


understanding of how digital currencies, blockchain-based software systems, cryptocurrency


wallets, portfolios or other pertaining tokens work (as the case may be). 
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DISCLAIMER  
All of the statements and warranties set out above are true, full, accurate, and 
non-misleading as of the date on which you get access to and/or take 
possession of this 

Whitepaper or any portion thereof unless otherwise stated. 


B. CAUTIONARY NOTE ON FORWARD-LOOKING 
STATEMENTS 

All statements in this Whitepaper, press releases, or other public places, and 
oral statements


by Dogeliens, the Distributor, or their respective directors, executive 

officers, or staff members acting on behalf of Dogeliens  or the Distributor (as 


applicable) are "forward-looking statements". The aim, target, anticipate, 
believe, estimate, 

expect, if, intend, may, plan, possible, probably, project, should, would, would, 
and other 

similar expressions are some of these forward-looking statements.  


All comments about Dogeliens  and/or the Distributor's financial situation, 
business 

strategy, goals, and prospects, as well as the industry in which they operate, 
are forward-looking statements. Statements about Dogeliens  and/or the 
Distributor's income and

profitability, prospects, plans, predicted industry trends, and other issues 
covered in this 

Whitepapers are not historical facts but projections. 

Dogeliens  Distribution’s future results, activity, or accomplishments may differ


materially from those expressed or implied in these forward-looking 
statements.  

Investors should understand and agree that there are various risks and uncertainties which 


include but are not limited to:  

  


This Whitepaper makes no promises, representations, or guarantees about Dogeliens,


 Or the Distributor's future performance or policies. 

1. The risk that Dogeliens, and/or the Distributor will be unable 

to execute and/or implement their corresponding business strategies and future 

plans;  

  

2. Changes in political, social, economic, stock or cryptocurrency trading conditions,

and regulatory environments in the countries in which Dogeliens, 

 , and/or the Distributor operates; 

  

3. Changes in interest rates of fiat currencies or digital currencies; 

  

4. War or acts of internal or external terrorism; 

  

5. Catastrophic events, natural disasters, and acts of God that affect the businesses

and/or activities of Dogeliens, and/or the Distributor;  

  

6. Other factors outside the control of Dogeliens, and the 

Distributor;  

  

7. Any threat and risk associated with Dogeliens, and/or the 

Distributor (each as referred to in the Whitepaper). 
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DISCLAIMER  
C. NO ADVICE  

No material in this whitepaper should be construed as commercial, legal, 
financial, or tax 


advice (each as referred to in the Whitepaper). You should contact your 
own legal, financial, 

tax, or other professional advisors about Dogeliens, the Distributor, the DOGET 
tokens, 


and the Token Sale (each as referred to in the Whitepaper). You should be 
informed that 


any acquisition of DOGET tokens may compel you to endure financial risk 
indefinitely. 

  


D. NO FURTHER INFORMATION OR UPDATE 

  

Nobody has been or is permitted to release any details or representations not 


contained in this Whitepaper about Dogeliens, the Distributor, and their 
respective 


businesses and operations, the DOGET tokens, or the Token Sale (as each is 
referred to in the Whitepaper), and if given, such information or 
representation cannot be depended upon 

as having been approved by or on behalf of Dogeliens, the Distributor, or any 
of their 


respective affiliates, subsidiaries, The Token Sale (as described in the 
Whitepaper) does not

constitute a continuing representation or imply that there has been no 
change in the affairs, 


conditions, or potentials of Dogeliens and/or the Distribution centre or in any 
statement

of truth or data contained in this Whitepaper since the date hereof. 

  


E. NO OFFER OF SECURITIES OR REGISTRATION 

  


This Whitepaper is not meant to be an adverting of securities or an invitation for investing in 


securities in any country. Any contract or legal obligation binds no one, and also no 

cryptocurrency or any other payment method is to be accepted based on this Whitepaper. 


The Terms of any deal relating to the sale or acquisition of DOGET tokens (as defined in this 


Whitepaper) supersede all other documents.  

  


F. RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES 

  


Prospective purchasers of DOGET tokens (as defined in this Whitepaper) should closely 

examine and evaluated because of all risks and uncertainties associated with the 


cryptocurrency industry, with Dogeliens, the Distributor, and their corresponding 


businesses and operational processes, the DOGET tokens, and the Token Sale (each as defined 
inthis Whitepaper), all information outlined in this Whitepaper, and the Terms should be 


carefully considered and analysed before making any purchase of DOGET tokens.  If any of 


these risks and uncertainties materialise into actual occurrences, Dogeliens  and/or the 
distributor's business, financial position, results of operations, and prospects might be


substantially and adversely impacted. As a result, users could put at risk all or a portion of 


the value of DOGET tokens.
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